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Introduction
Purpose
This analysis is an initial document that attempts to convince your agency, part of the U.S.
Department of Health & Human Services, to consider a larger proposal to redesign of the
Prescription Drug Plan Finder (PDPF) application: a Web-based application currently part of
the Medicare.gov site. This application helps Medicare-eligible Americans find prescriptiondrug plans that ensure they have essential prescription-drug coverage when they need it.
During the national open-enrollment period after Medicare expanded the number of seniors
who could opt for third-party prescription-drug coverage, all Medicare-eligible Americans
qualified to use the site. With national open enrollment now ended, the application can focus
on a more particular audience: individuals who enrolling in Medicare for the first-time and are
looking for prescription-drug coverage.
This particular analysis focuses on the interactivity of the PDPF, examining the site with
according to four heuristic principles fundamental to ensuring that Medicare-eligible
Americans and those who are assisting them are able to access information relevant to them
regardless of age or ability. While these four principles are derived from the most current
draft of the W3C Web Content Accessibility Guidelines 1.0 (1999) and similar documents,
they are specifically collected and set forth by Lidwell, Holden, and Butler (2003) in a list that
is especially appropriate when considering designing for interaction:

• Perceptibility: Users must be able to perceive the information and the interface
components
• Operability: Users must be able to operate the components of the interface
• Simplicity: The widest possible number of users can navigate and comprehend the
information and interface.
• Forgiveness: Errors have nominal consequences for users.

Contents
This report contains the following sections:

• A brief walk-through of the steps users take in using the current application
• A look at typical user experiences using persona scenarios and the issues
encountered
• A summary of the issues these personas are likely to encounter along with specific
principles which can help prevent these problems
• A look at the implications of these principles for specific components of the PDPF
application
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Walk-Through
The following two pages represents the best likely
path for current users based on the existing
application.

Users begin at the main
Medicare.gov page

They go to the Medicare
PDPF entry page and must
choose Find & Compare
Plans

They go to the Medicare
PDPF Step 1 page and must
choose between
Personalized and General
search
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Walk-Through (cont.)

They then answer questions
on the Step 2 page and
confirm answers on the Step
3 page

During an unnumbered step,
users can choose to enter
their current prescriptions.

On the Step 4 screen, if
users choose to enter drug
information, they are able to
compare and save plans, but
not further filter their options.

On the Step 4 screen, if
users choose not to enter
prescription information, they
are able to filter plans by
premium and deductible, but
not save or compare the
plans they are interested in.
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User Personas
The following user personas represent a higher-thanaverage level of health, finance, and computer literacy
than many average Medicare.gov users. The personas
were developed, based on observed user experiences,
to highlight problems experienced by users across
literacy levels.

Chip
Helping a Parent
41, Fort Lee, NJ

Darlene
Expert Volunteer
52, Naperville, IL

Ardith
New Retiree
64, Richardson, TX

Chip's dad, who lives a few miles away, is eligible for
Medicare. His father, a widower and recently retired
carpenter, is turning 65 in two weeks. His father doesn't
have an email address and doesn't like talking to his
kids about health care or finances. After Chip reminded
him several times how to do it, his father tried to use
the Medicare.gov site, but gave up, and is promising to
"get around to calling the help line eventually."

Darlene, a successful financial planner who works with
high-profile firm in Chicago, was recently approached
by the pastor of her church. Her pastor asks her to
work with members of her congregation's weekly social
gathering for retired adults to help those who can't
afford the services of a financial planner to choose the
best Medicare prescription coverage for their needs.
While her insurance- and retirement-planning training is
solid, Darlene's new "clients" are often hesitant to
share information.
Ardith is an active, sociable divorcee who just retired
from teaching computer science and mathematics at a
private high school in North Dallas. She is looking
forward to traveling throughout the southwest with
friends, substituting occasionally for the local school
district, and becoming active in several area groups for
single women. She will turn 65 in a couple of months
and knows she needs to "get on the ball" in choosing
her Medicare coverage, but she wants to make most of
the decisions herself.
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Chip's Experience
Chip sits down one night to find out what he can about his father's eligibility
for plans in the area. He quickly finds the Prescription Drug Plan link on the
left-hand navigation menu at Medicare.gov. But once he clicks there, the
problems start.

• Simplicity & Perception Issue: From the list of links in the site's

•

•

•

•

•

•

main column, Chip initially chooses the Landscape of Local Plans
link. He notes the Plan Finder link, but explores this page more
before getting confused by the large quantity of data. He scrolls back
to the top of the page and clicks on the Plan Finder.
Chip, 41,
Simplicity & Forgiveness Issue: On the Step 1 screen, without
Graphic Artist
thoroughly considering the text, and wanting the best
recommendations possible, Chip initially chooses the "recommended"
option: Begin Personalized Search. After realizing he may be in the
wrong place, he has to press the browser back button and choose
Begin General Search.
Simplicity & Perception Issue: On the Step 2 screen, Chip
becomes frustrated with the questions. While the site explains what
Chip should choose for prescription coverage ("no"), he's not sure
what to enter since his father will be getting Medicare soon but isn't
on Medicare yet. He finally discovers that if he chooses "Yes," he can
choose that option - which is inconsistent with the set-up above. He's
also not sure whether his father has received any letters from
Medicare or The SSA.
Simplicity Issue: On the Step 3 screen, Chip sees a lot of text, most
of it using jargon that he doesn't know the meaning of. Without any
glossary links, he's not sure what to do, so he simply confirms the
information in the first box and goes on to the next screen.
Simplicity & Perception Issue: Finally, Chip reaches the Step 4
screen. However, where the information is isn't obvious when he first
glances at the screen. It takes him a minute to realize he needs to
scroll down to see the information. He also sees something about
Special Needs plans, and after some scrolling finds a short list. No
explanations are given, though, for what constitutes a special need.
Forgiveness Issue: Chip realizes that his father is actually currently
under a union retiree health plan, and wonders if this will change any
of the options available to him here. However, he does not see a
place to change the information and does not want to try going back
to find that page again (essentially starting over).
Operation & Forgiveness Issue: Finally, he's found some of what he
wants, and he decides he's ready to show his dad some of the
information. He manually copies and pastes the information he thinks
he needs into a Word document.
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Darlene's Experience
Darlene starts out knowing what she wants and where to go. She sits
down with Mr. and Mrs. Scott, active church members who are just
beginning to join the church's retired adults social group and will soon be
eligible for Medicare. While the Scotts are smart, pleasant people, they're
both somewhat private.

Darlene, 52
Financial Planner

Darlene gets the Scotts to the right page to begin working through the
application and correctly selects Begin General Search, since neither of
the Scotts are on Medicare yet. Darlene is very well versed in Medicare
and other insurance policies, so she's able to explain terms and options
to the Scotts. However, they begin to run into problems after Step 3.

• Forgiveness & Operation Issue: Darlene knows that the Scotts

are reserved when talking about health issues, and they've told
her that they're both fairly healthy and don't currently spend any
substantial amount on prescription drugs. She would like for
them, before choosing a plan, to visit with the parish nurse
about their personal and family health histories, and use this
information to review the formularies of 3 or 4 potential plans.
However, she's having trouble finding the formulary information
for the health plans listed without entering the names of specific
drugs. When she asks the Scotts for any specifics they're willing
to share, they become uncomfortable.
• Simplicity Issue: Since she has, after substantial conversation,
determined that the Scotts should use Medicare parts A and B
("Original Medicare"), she really only needs the application to list
Plan D policies that supplement Original Medicare. She doesn't
need to see Special Needs or Medicare Health Plan policies.
• Simplicity & Perception Issue: Since the Scotts are sitting
beside her, she can tell they're getting frustrated trying to read
the tables of data on each plan. She spends some time looking
around for options that will let them filter out plans that are too
expensive (in terms of monthly premiums), but has trouble
finding the option Select Criteria to Reduce Number of Plans
Shown.
• Simplicity & Forgiveness Issue: Finally, she would like for the
Scotts to be able to come back to review the plans they've been
focusing on without her, so that they can discuss their options
privately. The Scotts have a computer at home and both have
email addresses they use to correspond with their children.
Unfortunately, she can't see how to do this without just printing
out the list of plans.
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Ardith's Experience
Ardith, following the advice of her accountant, is planning to enroll in a
Medicare Health Plan and wants to use the Plan Finder to locate specific
Medicare Health Plans in her state that include prescription coverage. She
visits the Medicare.gov site to begin exploring her options. However, she
does not use the side-bar navigation, and looks first at the main column
where several other prescription-drug plans are located. She initially clicks
on several other links that do not get her the information she needs (such
as the Formulary Finder), before finding the Compare link in the right
column.
From there, she easily finds the Find and Compare button and enters the
Prescription Drug Finder application. But she begins to have problems
from that point.

Ardith, 64
Teacher

• Simplicity Issue: On the Step 1 screen, like Chip, she has trouble
determining which button to choose, but for Ardith's it is not because
she is skimming the content, but because she is confused by the
text. Specifically, she is worried about choosing the non-"optimal"
option, and she is not sure which of the bullet-point lists best
represents her needs. She finally chooses Begin General Search.
• Perception Issue: On the Step 2 screen, Ardith follows directions
carefully, answering the first two questions with no problems. But,
like Chip, she is concerned about how to answer the third question
since the language is inconsistent and there are no specific
directions. She eventually just chooses "No," and then answers the
fourth question, though she does wonder what qualifies someone
for assistance from Social Security and Medicaid.
• Perception, Operation & Forgiveness Issue: She moves past the
Step 3 screen and, because she is currently in reasonably good
health, she enters only the prescription drug she is currently using
for high blood pressure. On the Step 4 screen, Ardith gets caught
up in reading the text, and then clicks the link for Medicare Heath
Plans, which scrolls her to a different part of the page, confusing
her about where she is in the site. She has trouble trying to figure
out how to compare the plans she is interested in and she cannot
figure out how to filter her options based on her maximum
acceptable costs. She saves her choices and decides to come back
later with her accountant to help her.
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Summary of Persona Scenarios
Goals
The primary beneficiaries of the proposed redesign process are users who will soon enroll in
Medicare for the first time and use the General Plan Search in Step 1. These users, and
those are assisting them, are represented in our user personas. By examining the issues
encountered by the user personas, we can project how use of our guiding heuristics can
improve the application's interactivity.
The goals of this user group include finding Medicare prescription plans in their area for
which they are eligible and that will work appropriately with their other Medicare coverage.
Additionally, users who are current Medicare beneficiaries may continue to use the
Personalized Plan Search in Step 1 to change their prescription-plan enrollment. These
users may also benefit from changes proposed here. However, access to this branch of the
application was restricted and it was not evaluated as part of this analysis.

Challenges
As our examination of each persona's interactions with the site indicate, the target users of
the General Plan Search of the PDPF are struggling with several aspects of the application.
These include:

• Perception: The personas perceived features of the interface, including the
appropriate responses to question prompts in Step 2, finding information on the Step 4
screen, and finding the filtering issues on the Step 4 screen.
• Operation: The personas encountered problems in navigating to desired information
during Step 4 and in using filtering, saving, and comparison functions in Step 4.
Additionally, this younger and somewhat healthier group struggles with the site's strong
emphasis on entering existing prescriptions since they are less likely to be suffering
from chronic conditions than users who enrolled during the initial open-enrollment
period.
• Simplicity: The personas frequently found the application needlessly complex, both in
terms of language use (both in terms of Medicare jargon and in the lack of valid
responses to questions), the volume of data represented in Step 4, and in the
presentation of too many functions on one screen.
• Forgiveness: The personas encountered problems when they could not get access to
functionality (largely because they were not warned about the consequences of their
decisions) and could not change their data without using the back button to navigate a
complex set of forms.
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Recommendations for Redesign
Considering our overall guiding heuristics in light of
the persona scenarios we have detailed, we have
chosen the following more specific principles to guide
the redesign process. These will be explored in greater
details on the following pages.
Perceptible
Most perception problems that the persona scenarios indicated were related to the users'
ability to see their status and location within the application. The most relevant perceptionrelated heuristic to apply in the redesign is:

• Cues representing status and location should be clearly visible

Operable & Forgiving
While the persona scenarios did not indicate numerous operability problems, the problems
indicated would limit and frustrate the site's audience. Most bore a strong relationship to
problems with forgiveness, which limited the functionality to which the user personas had
access. Thus most relevant forgiveness- and operation-related heuristic to apply in the
redesign is:

• Make all user decision reversible and consequences obvious

Simple
The persona scenarios indicated that many users in the target audience would find the
application unreasonably complex. The most relevant simplicity-related heuristics to apply in
the redesign are:

• Provide visible, linear paths through the application
• Simplify both content and layout by writing in plain goal-oriented language and
replacing traditional tabular data with clearer hierarchical, chunked data.
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Perception: Make Cues Visible
Background
Chadwick-Dias, McNulty, and Tullis (2003) indicate that older users often encounter
problems when trying to locate themselves within a Web site, having trouble finding their way
through the information and interactions presented. They recommend making navigational
cues consistent and obvious throughout a site.
Lidwell, Holden, and Butler (2003) call this principle "wayfinding" and indicate that using clear
and visually consistent signposts will help all users perceive where they are while navigating
a site. Likewise, these same authors indicate that final destinations should be uniquely
recognizable as such.

Implications
The first implication of this heuristic is that every step in the process of gathering information
on the users and filtering their potential options should be numbered clearly and consistently.
In the redesign process, specific questions or short sets of questions should be broken out
onto specific screens so that they can be numbered individually. This will allow users to track
their progress toward the final destination screen. Currently, various steps are numbered, but
they include a confirmation step (which does not include information gathering) and the final
destination. Other questions, though, such as filtering criteria and whether or not users want
to enter specific drug information, are not numbered. The filtering questions are actually
hidden from users by default.
The second implication of this heuristic is that links for navigating through the final page
listing specific plans should be redundant throughout the page, including at the beginning
and end of each section.
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Perception (illustration)
Implication 1
The above headings from a
variety of pages on the
PDPF site show that while
information-gathering steps
are numbered inconsistently,
the destination page is
numbered in the same style
as the other pages.

Implication 2

The above screen, part of a
long table-based display of
data on the PDPF site, has
no navigation controls that
indicate how to quickly
return to the top of the page
(or even that there is a top of
the page).
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Operation & Forgiveness: Make Actions Reversible
Background
Chadwick-Dias, McNulty, and Tullis (2003) note that seniors make more mistakes than other
users, including (but not limited to) errors in clicking on wrong links. Lidwell, Holden, and
Butler (2003) indicate that the key components of forgiveness include confirmation, warnings,
and reversibility of actions.

Implications
Currently, only Step 3 in the application asks users to confirm their choices. Decisions and
their implications are not clearly spelled out on all relevant screens, giving users no
opportunity to either confirm information they have entered or to reverse those entries.
Additionally, even if users can determine how to reverse actions, they may be uncertain
about the link between a prior decision and the site's current functionality. For instance, users
may not know that they cannot save or compare their chosen plans because they did not
enter specific prescription drugs during a prior step.
In redesigning the site, we recommend that users be made perpetually aware of all decisions
they made previously and have contextual links allowing them to change that information.
Generally desirable functionality (filtering, comparison, and saving) should be available to all
users regardless of previous entries.
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Operation & Forgiveness (illustration)

The left column of the above
prototype screen illustrates
how users can be presented
with both prior decisions and
links they can use to alter
the data.
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Simplicity: Linear Paths, Language & Layout
Background: Linear Paths
Hawthorn (2003) notes that seniors have fewer performance problems with applications that
follow clear, linear paths for accomplishing tasks.

Implications: Linear Paths
While there are some linear elements in the application, the linear approach breaks down in
step 4 when seniors are considered with several ways to read through the information, find
additional information. Linearity can be strengthened by presenting all filtering and
information-gathering questions on a screen-by-screen basis.

Background: Language & Layout
Both Becker (2004) and Chadwick-Dias, McNulty, and Tullis (2003) recommend simplifying
language, and note that seniors prefer information displays that reduce the need to scroll
(such as complex tables). Becker specifically notes that language should be at a sixth-grade
reading level and that cognitive load can be reduced by displaying less information at one
time.
Additionally, Lidwell, Holden, and Butler (2003) indicate that data hierarchies and chunking
facilitate information processing and recall.

Implications: Language & Layout
In all screens, the information should be carefully reviewed to lower the overall reading level
and use of jargon. A good simplification strategy is to relate the information to the goals of
the user, choosing language that they can easily identify as relevant to what they want to do.
Additionally, pages can be simplified by replacing complex table data with self-contained,
self-explanatory units that represent data hierarchically and use a limited number of
consistent blocks or chunks of information for each item.
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Simplicty (illustration)

The prototype screen to the
left represents both a more
linear progression through
the application and a simpler
presentation of the
information-gathering
questions, more focused on
the goals of the user.

The prototype data display,
proposed to replace the
table date in Step 4 of the
PDPF, illustrates how to
simplify the layout to require
less scrolling through table
data and headings.
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Conclusion
This heuristic analysis examines the Medicare.gov Prescription Drug Plan Finder application
(PDPF) using four key principles generally identified with accessibility: perceptibility, operability,
simplicity, and forgiveness.
These guiding principle are used to code specific issues in three persona scenarios, illustrating
problems even higher-literacy users will encounter when using the PDPF's General Plan Search
feature. Following a consideration of these problems, we identify four research-based heuristic
principles that can guide the proposed re-design of the PDPF's General Plan Search feature and
make recommendations to guide this redesign process.
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